New Resources

African American Newspapers, Part XIII
Includes Freedmen’s Record (Boston, MA; January 1859 – April 1874) and the Negro Business League Herald (Washington, D.C.; April 1909 – November 1909).

Architectural Digest Archive, 1922-2011
Features photography and information on architecture and interior design, art and antiques, travel destinations, and products in a comprehensive cover-to-cover format.

Cabell’s Directories of Publishing Opportunities: The Journal Blacklist
Cabell’s Journal Blacklist is a searchable database of over 11,000 predatory journals identified by multiple breaches of 65 different criteria. In response to the growing number of predatory publishers, the new Journal Blacklist aims to shine a light on the deceptive practices that threaten to undermine quality research.

Drama Online Additions and Updates
- Aurora Metro Books: Over 125 plays and non-fiction books on theatre from Aurora Metro Books, including wide-ranging and highly contemporary new drama with a focus on women’s drama, international drama and drama by black and Asian writers.

- Drama Online Core Collection Annual Update 2018/2019

- Nick Hern Books Modern Plays: Over 570 plays from a specialist theatre publisher Nick Hern Books featuring pre-eminent playwrights including Howard Brenton, Jez Butterworth, and Caryl Churchill.

- Shakespeare’s Globe On Screen (2008-2015): This collection features over 20 films recorded live on the Globe stage from leading actors including Mark Rylance, Stephen Fry, and Roger Allam’s Olivier Award-winning role as Falstaff in Henry IV.

- Shakespeare’s Globe On Screen II (2016-2018): Shakespeare's Globe on Screen 2 (2016-2018) includes landmark productions from the theatre’s most recent seasons, including two productions from Emma Rice’s tenure as Artistic Director and the first production from the indoor Jacobean theatre, the Sam Wanamaker Playhouse.

Education in Video: Volume II
Education in Video: Volume II features 100+ Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD) videos, available exclusively from Alexander Street, that provide your education department with expertise from authorities all over the world and expands its resources in educational leadership and training. ASCD videos demonstrate research-based teaching techniques, offer instruction and strategy, and provide expert advice to further innovation in your educational programs and improve learning.
**Encyclopedia of Spectroscopy and Spectrometry**
Provides comprehensive coverage of all aspects of spectroscopy and closely related subjects that use the same fundamental principles, including mass spectrometry, imaging techniques and applications. It includes the history, theoretical background, details of instrumentation and technology, and current applications of the key areas of spectroscopy.

**Ethnographic in Video Online: Volume II**
Ethnographic Video Online: Volume II builds on the foundational content in the first volume and includes 500 hours of material, both archival and contemporary films. This second volume also documents current issues such as environmental crises, refugee migration, and endangered languages.

**Hate in America: White Nationalism and the Press in the 1920s**
This collection includes papers promoting as well as those opposing white nationalism. It brings together for the first time local, regional, and national newspapers published by Klan organizations and by sympathetic publishers from across the U.S. It also includes key anti-Klan voices from newspapers published by ethnic, Catholic, and Jewish organizations.

**HistoryMakers Digital Archive**
The HistoryMakers Digital Archive is an extensive online database of over 9,000 hours of full-text and video interviews with African-Americans distinguished in the fields of science, culture, politics, the arts, and public life.

**Global Issues Library, 1890-present**
Covers key issues affecting our world today, including border issues, migrations, atrocities and human rights violations, security, revolution and protest, and environmental topics.

**International Encyclopedia of Geography**
This 15-volume encyclopedia set provides access to a comprehensive, authoritative overview of geography around the world.

**International Studies Encyclopedia**
Published in association with the International Studies Association (ISA), it covers the fields of international studies and international relations.

**Irish Newspaper Archive**
A digital archive project dedicated to the complete digitization of Ireland's newspaper heritage. This archive includes the Irish Independent (1905 - current), Sunday Independent, The Freeman’s Journal, the Nation and many of Ireland's leading regional newspapers.

**Knowledge Unlatched**
- Select HSS Full Books Collection 2019
- Select STEM Full Books Collection 2019

Knowledge Unlatched (KU) makes scholarly content freely available to everyone and contributes to the further development of the Open Access (OA) infrastructure. The online marketplace provides libraries
and institutions worldwide with a central place to support OA collections and models from leading publishing houses and new OA initiatives.

**Life Magazine Archive, 1936-2000**
Provides electronic access to full page images, with searchable text and indexing of all content (including advertisements). Published by Time Inc., the magazine has featured story-telling through documentary photographs and informative captions.

**Music Online: Classical Scores Library: Volume IV**
This comprehensive collection of scores places particular focus on canonical contemporary composers from the 20th and 21st centuries and includes over 300,000 pages of scores. With many scores newly digitized for the academic market, or licensed directly from the composers themselves, music scholars and faculty will find Music Online: Classical Scores Library: Volume IV to be a reliable source for authoritative scores of the classical canon, as well as a resource for the discovery and dissemination of lesser-known contemporary works.

**Oxford Bibliographies: Latin American Studies**
Provides bibliographies of and encyclopedic articles about over 50 topics in Latin American studies. Includes introductions to each topic area, guides to introductory works, textbooks, guidebooks, journals, reference works etc., and links to useful websites. Bibliographies are browseable by subject area and keyword searchable.

**Oxford Research Encyclopedia of American History**
Provides students and scholars with substantive, peer-reviewed, and regularly updated articles about American History.

**Oxford Research Encyclopedia of Climate Science**
Provides students and scholars with substantive, peer-reviewed, and regularly updated articles about climate science.

**Past Masters: Peirce: Collected Papers**

**ProQuest History Vault: NAACP Papers**
Primary source material pertaining to the civil rights movement and to U.S. foreign policy during the Vietnam War era consisting of the NAACP Papers and federal government records, organizational records, and personal papers regarding the Black Freedom Struggle in the 20th Century.

**Routledge Encyclopedia of Philosophy**
Specialized encyclopedia useful for a wide variety of topics in the social sciences and humanities.

**Routledge International Handbook of Migration**
Provides a comprehensive basis for understanding the complexity and patterns of international migration. Covers research around refugees and forced migrants, new migration paths through Central Asia and the Middle East, the condition of statelessness and South-to-South migration. Also addresses
immigrant labor and entrepreneurship, skilled migration, ethnic succession, contract labor and informal economies.

**Springer Biomedical & Life Sciences 2019 E-Book Collection**
Contains titles in the biomedical and life sciences, and many related fields including applied microbiology & biotechnology, infectious diseases, veterinary science, immunology, pharmacology, toxicology, physiology, virology and more.

**Springer Business & Management 2019 E-Book Collection**
Contains titles in business, management and many related fields including accounting, taxation, business law, CSR, business ethics, management studies, marketing and sales, strategy and leadership, tourism and hospitality, and production, logistics and supply chain management.

**Statista**
Collects data from more than 18,000 sources and delivers the aggregated results in easy-to-read graphs and charts. The data and the charts can be exported into PNG, PDF, XLS, or PPT format for sharing and analysis. It contains statistics about many different subjects, including Consumer Goods, Internet, Media & Advertising, Retail & Trade, Sports & Entertainment, Technology, Transportation, and Tourism.

**Synthesis Computer & Information Science Collection, Volumes 6-11**
Synthesis Computer & Information Science Collection, Volumes 6-11 build upon the library’s existing access to volumes 1-5. SYNTHESIS is an innovative information service for the research, development and educational communities in computer science.

**Synthetic Methods of Organometallic and Inorganic Chemistry**
This ten volume series covers the most important standard compounds to be generally used in laboratories engaged in all branches of synthetic chemistry.

**U.S. Declassified Documents Online**
A collection of declassified documents from various government agencies, including the White House, the CIA, the FBI, the State Department, and others covering events following World War II.

**US Newsstream (ProQuest), 1980-present**
News content from many national and international newspapers, newswires and selected news magazines. Includes access to the Chicago Tribune and Wall Street Journal.